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Today’s Objective
Explore 3 approaches for handling difficult,
complex, and gray situations
Understand impacts and techniques for:
1.Leading
2.Coaching
3.Managing
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Action! Gestures! Words!
• Leading
• Coaching
• Managing

An Approach
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Leading vs. Coaching vs. Managing

Individual
Style and
Comfort
Level
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Situations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gray
Complex
Multiple Roles
Multiple People
Many Organizations
Legalities
Very Important
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Depends on the Situation AND …
Your Skills

Other Person
Intended
Outcomes
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Leading Definitions
Leading is organizing a group of people
to achieve a common goal; an act or
“Do not wait for
instance of providing leadership;
leaders; do it alone,
guidance; ruling
person to person.”
~ Mother Teresa

Leader NOT always a ROLE or TITLE
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Leading Definitions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Influences a group of individuals to achieve a goal
Visualizes the future and gets followers there
Creates vision and influences others toward that vision
Makes a positive difference
Finds potential in people and processes
Creates energy, motivation, and action in a group of
people who have mutual values and goals
• Creates good followers; not blind followers
• Sees around corners
• Changes things for the better

Executive Presence
“aka Leadership”
• Proactive on how in any
situation
• Known as
• To discuss strategy and
vision beyond the current
deliverable
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Leading Actions and Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotes change
Inspires
Influences
Motivates
Creates new goal
Creates new
processes
• Is strategic
• Creates vision
• Aligns followers

" Leadership is the art of getting
someone else to do something
you want done because he wants
to do it. " ~ Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Leading is Inspiring
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learn what authentically motivates you
Connect with others
Focus on, and empathize with, others
Be a great storyteller
Learn and practice inspiring body language,
voice, and words
A leader is a dealer in hope. ~
Napoleon Bonaparte
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Impacts of Leading
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full potential explored
“Innovation
Inspiration
distinguishes between a
Innovation
leader and a follower” ~
Steve Jobs
Can be stressful
Involves change
Competitive
Paves the way for management and more control
Higher Risk; Higher Reward
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Coaching Definition
Coaching is partnering with clients in a thoughtprovoking and creative process that inspires them to
maximize their personal and professional potential.
~ International Coach Federation Website

“All coaching is, is taking a
player where he can't take
himself.” ~ Bill McCartney
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Coaching Actions
" Coaches are trained to listen, to
observe and to customize their
approach to individual client needs.
They seek to elicit solutions and
strategies from the client; they
believe the client is naturally
creative and resourceful. The
coach’s job is to enhance the skills,
resources and creativity that the
client already has." ~ International
Coaching Federation
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Coaching Actions
•
•
•
•

Ask questions
Listen
Encourage clarity on their goal and vision
Elicit strategies and solutions
"A good coach always coaches to a leader's
potential, not his current level of
performance. A good leadership coach will
see the potential in you and inspire you
accordingly.“ ~ Andy Stanley
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Open Ended Questions Coaching Questions
Action/Plan
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

What steps need to be taken to get there?
What skills (behaviors or actions) are needed to
achieve outcome?
What is the plan?
What’s next?
What information is needed to make the plan?
How does it align with your goal ?
How will you get that (information or resource)?
What’s getting in the way?
Who will stop you?

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Can we explore this some more?
What else happened?
What does it mean to you?
What do you mean?
What does it feel like?
Can you describe it?
Is there a metaphor for it?
Is there something similar?
What’s it not like at all?

Outcomes/Goals

General Questions
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Explore/Clarify

Now what?
And then what?
Can you say more?
What else?
What’s stopping you?
Why not start now?
What do you need to say NO to?
What do you need to say YES to?
What’s the most important thing here?
What values does this represent to you?
What lesson did you learn?
What will you do differently next time?
What will you not do next time?
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

What do you want?
How would it be if it were already done?
How will you know if you have the outcome you
wanted?
Who has what you want?
What are your goals?
What is the vision?
What are some visions you like?
What might the vision be?
How will it make you feel to achieve it?
What does success look like?
What are your top 3 priorities now?
What are you top 3 priorities in your life?

Impacts of Coaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching without the content
Clarity about the desired goal
It is an investment and takes time
Facilitates changes in skills, behaviors
Aligns goals, behaviors, and tasks to the goal
Creates supportive and trusting relationships
Solves problems
Improves communication
Deepens understanding of individual
Provides feedback and learning for improvement
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Managing Actions
•
•
•
•

Keep status quo
Tell
Create order and stability
Plan, budget, organize, monitor, control, collect
and report status
" Good management is the
art of making problems so
interesting and their
solutions so constructive
that everyone wants to get
to work and deal with
them." ~ Paul Hawken
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Impacts of Managing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reaches goal in an efficient and effective way
Less stress
More organized
Aligns to the current goals
Focus is on processes and tasks that align to goals
Facilitates ongoing process improvements
Problem-solving limited to getting to goal
Deepens understanding of processes
Provides feedback and learning for improvement
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Leading

Coaching

Managing

Phrases

Here’s how I did it
Here’s how others did
it
Here’s why it is
important

How would you do it?
What is it?

Here’s how you
should do it
It is done this way

Vocal/Body
Language

Emotive
Emphasis on
importance

Curious, silence,
neutral, non attached

Calm, neutral, steady,
patient, organized

Goal

Change
Move to Vision
Clarity

Understand , move
forward based on
other person

Status Quo
Task or process
oriented

Skills

Inspiring , Motivating, Curious, Questions,
Risk Taking, Influencer Listener, Observer

Tells, Instructs,
Organizer
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How close in
time is the
outcome?

How much
change will
occur?

The Situation
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How clear and
understood is
the outcome?

Hat Selection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short or long term results needed?
Relationship importance?
How likely is the situation to change?
Clarity and understanding?
Tried and true solutions ?
Resistance and difficulty ?
Level of complexity?
Known people, processes, situation?
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Classification of Situation

YOUR RATING
1-10

Suggested Approach

Outcome/Results:
Immediate ….. Long Term

Immediate: Manage
Long Term: Coach or Lead

Relationship:
Not Important ….. Important

Not Important: Manage
Important: Coach or Lead

Change:
Little ….. Lots

Little: Manage
Lots: Lead

Clarity:
Lots ….. Little

Lots: Manage
Little: Coach

Level of Complexity
Simple ….. Complex

Simple: Manage
Complex: Lead

Resistance/Difficulty
None …. Lots

None: Manage
Lots: Coach or Lead

Known Situation:
Well known ….. New to you

Well known: Manage
New to You: Coach or Lead

Known People:
Well known ….. unknown

Depends on situation and
person

Known/Required Processes:
Well known ….. Doesn’t Exist

Well known: Manage
Doesn’t Exist: Coach or Lead
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Four Steps to Change
1. Awareness
– I naturally am this way __________
– I do this _________ in these types of situations __________
– Freeze, Flight, or Fight?

2. Desire to change
– I what to change this _________
– I am motivated because __________

3. Possibilities and Choice
–
–
–

Instead I could do this _______ or this _______
I’ll try this _______ in these situations _______
Find a technique that will remove your Freeze, Flight, or Fight

4. Practice, Try it out, Adjust, Reflect
When I do this _______ This happens _______
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Stay Connected
star@starleadershipllc.com
(978) 486 4603

Helping Leaders Find Their Voice, Take Action, and Get Results - One Letter
at a Time!

• Our ABC’s Newsletter
• Request a proposal for
training. We have 20+
workshops
• Request a Leadership
Coaching Interview. We
have 10+ coaches.

Free Webinars:
• D is for Doing, Wed 1/28
12-1
• E is for Executive Presence,
Tues 2/10 12-1
• F is for Focus
• G is for Generalist
• H is for Hero
• I is for Information
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